Hot New Tools

A whisper-quiet compressor
that’s worth shouting about
California Air Tools 4710SQ Quiet Flow Compressor
Power-tool woodworking is inherently
noisy. But unlike the anticipated whine
of a router or a nailer’s percussive
report, the ear-splitting chug of
an air compressor often rears up
unexpectedly. One second you’re in
a conversation or listening to music,
and the next, you can’t hear yourself
think. Although I had devised some
noise-coping tricks for my old
compressor (e.g., starting it up and
then stepping out for coffee, or setting
it at the far end of my shop), I still had
to keep my muffs within reach. After
trying a Quiet Flow compressor from
California Air Tools, I discovered
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the best trick yet: parking my old
pancake-style compressor at the curb.
When tested at arm’s length, the
oil-free 4710 SQ registered 74 decibels
(dB). Although still louder than
normal conversation (60dB), it’s about
25% quieter than the 92dB compressor
I had been working with, which is
like music to my ears. The noise level
difference is partially due to the dualpiston pump. Whereas conventional
direct-drive compressors run at 3450
RPMs, CA Air Tools’ compressors
operate at 1725 RPMs. In addition
to reducing noise and vibration, the
manufacturer claims that the slower

onlineEXTRA
To hear this compressor in action, check
out our 2-minute air compressor challenge
video at woodcraftmagazine.com.

and smoother running motor means
a longer service life. Although my
new Quiet Flow provides slightly less
air than my old compressor (2.0 cfm
at 90 psi vs. 2.6 cfm at 90 psi), this
difference hasn’t slowed me down
in the workshop or on the jobsite.
If you’re not sold yet, consider that
this quiet compressor costs about the
same as a noisier conventional model,
and sometimes less. So, whether you’re
shopping for your first compressor or
looking to buy a replacement, here’s
your chance to save your hearing,
and maybe even save some money.
—Tester, Joe Hurst-Wajszczuk
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Overview
• Quiet, compact, oilfree compressor
• 1.0 hp motor, 6.5 amp draw
• 4.7 gallon; 3.0 cfm @ 40 psi;
2.0 cfm @ 90 psi
• 43 lbs.
• $119.99
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New Tools
Tips Hot
& Tricks

Self-setting jig =
super-simple pocket screws

onlineEXTRA
To see this jig in action,
check out the video at
woodcraftmagazine.com.

Armor Tool Auto-Jig Pocket Hole System
Pocket screws aren’t the right choice
for every project, but there’s no
arguing that they are here to stay. By
enabling woodworkers at any skill level
to quickly create strong joints with a
drill, clamp, and a few screws, pocket
screw joinery has earned a spot in
many workshops. With a little practice,
most jigs are easy to use, but the AutoJig Pocket Hole System from Armor
Tool makes setting the jig and selecting
the right screw fool-proof. Seriously,
after using the jig once, you can trash
the manual. You won’t need it.
The heart/brain of this new tool
is its patented Auto-Adjust Clamp.
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To use, insert the drill bit into the
jig as shown in the photo, set a
workpiece against the guide block,
pull the handle until the clamping
jaw touches the stock, and then press
the lever. As the jaw grabs the board,
the action simultaneously positions
the stop collar on the bit and sets
the height on the guide block. Now,
tighten the stop collar, insert the bit
in the guide block, and start drilling.
Selecting the correct screw
length is a no-brainer, thanks to the
chart printed on the guide block.
In addition to simplifying screw
selection, the coating on Armor’s

color-coded (Color-CoatTM) screws
provide corrosion protection,
making these fasteners suitable for
both interior and exterior use.
Another nice feature: The base
provides built-in storage for drill and
driver bits and the collar wrench so
that you won’t waste time searching
for them at the start of the next job.
—Tester, Joe Hurst-Wajszczuk ■

Overview
• System includes jig, drill bit, #2 square
driver bit (not shown), 6" auto-adjust
face clamp, and 50-screw assortment
(10 each size), for $149.99.
• Color-coded screws suitable
for exterior use.
• 100-count screws cost $3.69 - $5.19.
• 750-Piece Color-Coat Screw Set (1, 11⁄4,
11⁄2, 2, and 21⁄2") available for $35.11.

Rotate guide to
change hole spacing.
Guide block
Scale indicates
appropriate
screw length.

Clamping jaw
Stop collar

Press clamp
lever to lock
settings.

Color-coded washer
head screws

Screw chart
Pull handle to simultaneously
clamp work piece, set stop
collar, and adjust guide block.
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